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Please include the following information when SEC submits it's collection of information to
the Office of Management and Budget (“OMB”) since it seems to be inline with something I
brought to the SEC's attention with rearguards to Commercial Paper. 

Rule 3a68-2 creates a process for interested persons to request a joint interpretation by the
SEC and the Commodity Futures Trading Commission (“CFTC”) (together with the SEC, the
“Commissions”) regarding whether a particular instrument (or class of instruments) is a
swap, a security-based swap, or both (i.e., a mixed swap). Under Rule 3a68-2, a person
provides to the Commissions a copy of all material information regarding the terms of, and a
statement of the economic characteristics and purpose of, each relevant agreement, contract,
or transaction (or class thereof), along with that person's determination as to whether each
such agreement, contract, or transaction (or class thereof) should be characterized as a swap,
security-based swap, or both (i.e., a mixed swap). The Commissions also may request the
submitting person to provide additional information.

The Commercial Paper JP Morgan Chase, Wells Fargo, Bank of America, Navy Federal
Credit Union & First Bank Holding Company followed SEC own rules & laws.
The Commercial Paper each of these banks kept for themselves & lied to everyone about
belonged to the United States economy not me. I was keeping my promise to the United States
economy.

In 2016 I followed the 1913 Federal Reserve Act, UCC, USC, GAAP, Security laws for
Commercial Paper to give the United States a wallet that would never be empty.
Everything the banks kept came from that wallet.
This why both the 2016 White House & 2018 Federal; Reserve Board filed complaints on my
behalf when I gave them all the information so they could see the banks were stopping
promised funding from reaching the economy. 

The Commercial Paper was to be equally swapped, the bank would trade the Commercial
paper for either bank credit or Federal Reserve Notes or release of a loan. All of the banks
knew this.
They were given information so they could verify I really did this, they ignored it. 
By doing so they all defrauded the United States economy & used the courts to do it.
The bank greed & willingness to lie have caused them to dig a very deep pit for themselves.

Break down of my accepted Notarized promise to the USA economy
The 2016 White House accepted for the USA
The IRS accepted for Taxpayers
The Federal Reserve Board accepted because I would be following the 1913 Federal Reserve
Act. Which President Wilson & 63Congress signed into law.

The two most efficient ways to help the US economy on a large scale are to go through 
the US banking system & Bureau of Fiscal Service. Both ways are being blocked by greed.

I gave open access to all state & federal law enforcement so if I did anything thing wrong 
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they could both arrest me & make the charges stick , because they would have everything in
my own hand. I made myself fully accountable. No bank has done this. 

I lived through the last financial crisis. I saw the damage it caused. This is my way to help
prevent that from happening again. My concern is helping my Country & Fellow Americans
not profit at ANY cost. 

Tinee Carraker
Buckeye Arizona


